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ABSTRACT
The birth of Internet can be said as the most important technological innovation to impact
everyaspect ofour lives since the inventionofthe automobile and the elevator. It created
a borderless world for people to communicate and seek for information and new
knowledge.
The project is about developing a web site for a real estate agency that provides
information on property available for sale and rent. The reason for this project is to
encourage more Malaysians to use Internet as a medium for online shopping, to increase
the rate of Internet usage in Malaysia, and to provide a real estate service for people in
the Ipohregionas there is no company that focus its operations for the Ipoh market.
The objectiveof the project is to design a website for real estate industry, to analyze the
potential and suitability of E-Commerce in the real estate industry, and to evaluate the
potential ofE-Commerce in the real estate industry.
The website is developed based on the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). It
consists of four phases; analysis phase,designphase, development phase,and evaluation
phase. The methodology is usedto plan the development of the project
To evaluate the efficiency of the website in overcoming the problems, a test has been
conducted. From the test, it seems that the participants are willing to try this kind of
service and agree that real estate industry can gain benefits from the Internet. As to
conclude, we must firstly understand the drivers of the technology innovation. Malaysia
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
The project is about developing an E-Commerce website for the real estate industry. This
project is to encourage the internet users to make full use of the E-Commerce. Potential
customers who wanted to buy or sell and even rent a house can interact with the real
estate agent through the website. The real estate agent can advertise available homes in
the website. The homebuyers may seek the information regarding the prices and the
neighborhoods. Meanwhile, users can view the pictures of the existing houses available
for rent and sale.
The project will allow the users to take advantage of the web features to enable
collaboration among the users, which are the customers and the real estate agency. The
Internet provides efficient marketing capabilities of the web, low transaction costs and
also customer contact and support. The website will also provides graphic and virtual
reality capabilities so that the users will have better experience on finding the right homes
for them over the web.
Currently, there are no real estate agencies in Malaysia that implement virtual reality
features into their website. Mostly, they only put description of the property without any
pictures. Because of this, the customers cannot have a look at the property. The owner of
the website does not fully utilizing the graphic capabilities of the Internet in marketing
their products. Not only have that, Internet provided a way for customers to experience
the product without actually going out
There are several features that distinguish e-commerce and the Internet from real estate
business operations. It provides a new form of communication between customers and
sellers by making worldwide communication possible at any time at very low price.
It is a new means ofdisseminating information with the change from present media to the
use ofWorld Wide Web (WWW)equivalent to the change from newspapers to radio and
from radio to television. Information reach is a key factor of the WWW, but the greater
importance is the interactive nature ofthe information provider.
Real estate business may have the advantage of facilitating its role of a firm as customer
as well as a producer of its services. Network linkages offer the possibility of new forms
ofinventory control and ultimatelynew approaches to production and service provision.
Not only that, it will deliver large economies of scale with heavy introductory cots but
very low marginal costs once the system is up and running.
1.2 Problem Statement
Based from a study done by Taylor Nelson Sofres Interactive (2000), one of the world's
leading market information groups, the percentage of Internet users in Malaysia are 25%
of the total population in 2000. The number decreased in 2001 as She percentage falls to
24% of the total population. And the number decreased again in 2002 as the percentage
falls to 21%. The numbers ofpeople who are using online shopping services are only 1%
from the total population, which is 3% of the Internet users. The people who were
involved with the survey stated that the main reason why they are reluctant to do online
shopping is because of the insecurity of giving their financial details over in the Internet
For them, it is much safer to buy things the conventional way.
From the result of the study, we can see that the number of online shoppers is only 1%
from the total number of the Internet users in Malaysia. Therefore, lots ofactions need to
be taken in order to encourage people to use Internet as a medium for shopping. The
project is a method to promote the full usage of the Internet and hopefully, to increase the
statistics given before.
Meanwhile, the total number of Internet users in Malaysia is 2.73 millioa The latest
count was presented by Parliamentary Secretary of the Ministry of Energy,
Communications and Multimedia, Mr, Chia Kwang Chye, (Harian Metro, January 19,
2004). The total number of Malaysia residents in 22 million, which means that the
percentage of the Internet users is about 12% from the total number ofthe population
Most of the websites available in Malaysia offer the services for areas in the Klang
Valley such as in Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya, Klang and Shah Alam. Some of the
website also offers services in Johor and Penang. But up till today, there is no website
that offers such services for Ipoh area. Therefore, this website may help to encourage the
growth ofthe real estate industry in Ipoh and may boost the industry.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objectives
• To design a website for real estate industry
• To analyze the potential and suitability ofE-Commerce in the real estate industry
• Evaluating the potential ofE-Commerce in the real estate industry.
13.2 Scope of Study:
The study will only be within the region of Ipoh, Perak as there are no such services
available in this region. It will offer information on houses available for sale and
rental around Ipoh town. Through this website, users can search for houses suitable
for them by specifying the characteristics that they are looking for in a house.





2.1 History of the Internet
It all started in late 1960s in United States of America. ARPA - the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the Department of Defense sponsored a conference attended by
several dozen of ARPA-funded graduate student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. During the conference, ARPA presented the blueprints for networking the
main computers at about a dozen of ARPA - funded universities and research institutions.
The idea proposal was to connect all the main computers through communication lines
operating at 56KB. During that time, most people were connecting over telephone lines
to computers at the rate of 110 bits per second. Later on, ARPA continued to implement
the above plan which was called ARPAnel, the grandparent oftoday's Internet
One of ARPA's primary goals for the network was to enable many users to send and
receive information at the same time over the same communication network. The
network is being operated with a technique called packet switching where digital data
was sent in small packages called packets. The network was designed without the need
for centralized control. The protocol for communicating over the ARPAnet is known as
TCP - the Transmission Control Protocol. TCP ensured that messages were properly
routed from sender to receiver and the messages will remain intact With the evotvement
of the Internet, organizations worldwide were implementing their own networks for both
internal and external communication. A huge variety of networking hardware and
software appeared. The main challenge is to let all the software and hardware working
together. Thus, ARPA developed IP - the Internetworking Protocol^ and created a
network pf networks, the current architecture ofthe Internet The combined of protocols
is now commonly known as TCP/IP.
2.2 History ofthe World Wide Web
Although Internet was introduced more than three decades ago, the development of the
World Wide Web was a quite a new event. Tim Bemers-Lee of CERN (the European
Laboratory for Particle Physics) developed the World Wide Web and a few
communication protocols that form the backbone ofthe World Wide Web.
2.3 Internet in Malaysia
Internet age in Malaysia started way back in 1995. The growth in the number of Internet
hosts in Malaysia began around 1996. Based on the first Malaysia Internet survey
conducted from October to November 1995 by MIMOS and Beta Interactive Services,
one out ofevery thousand Malaysians had access to the Internet, which is 20,000 Internet
users out of a population of 20 million. The number grew to 2.6% of the population in
1998. The total number of computer units sold showed an increasing growth, whereby a
total number of 467,000 units in 1998 and 701,000 units in 2000 of computers are sold.
In a survey conducted by the Energy, Communication and Multimedia Industry in 2000,
it was reported that 7% of the total population registered as Internet users compared to
the previous years which was 2.6%. The level of internet penetration is still low which
10% of total population is. Number is estimated to growth to 3.91 million in 2004
(International Data Corporation (IDC) Malaysia, 2000).although Internet penetration
remains unchanged over the years; higher incidence is noted among males and younger
segments, which is below 30 years ofage.
2.4 What is E-Commerce?
According to Andrew Battel, vice president and research leader ofe-commerce trends at
Giga Information Group, Inc., e-commerce involves exchanges among customers,
business partners and vendors. For example, a supplier interacts with a manufacturer and
customers interact with sellers.
E-commerce, ecommerce, or electronic commerce can be defined as the conduct of
financial transactions by electronic means. With the growth of commerce over the
Internet and the Web, ecommerce often refers to purchases from online stores on the Web,
known as e-commerce Web sites. They may also be referred to as "virtual-stores" or
Cyber stores. As the transaction goes through the Internet and the Web, some have
suggested another term: I-commerce (Internet commerce), or icommerce. Few have
referred to it as Web-commerce. E-commerce can be business to business (B2B) or
business to consumer (B2C).
2.4.1 E-Commerce in Malaysia
The term e-commerce came into the picture in Malaysia as the Internet emerged as a
viable and likely medium to conduct trade. It started to occur over the past 11 years due
to the increasing popularity of the Internet. Internet brought a new horizon to the way
people conduct their business nowadays. This is because Internet introduced interactive
communication for everyone by placing advantage firmly in the hands of buyer. Thus,
communication providers must now satisfy the requirements ofthe market and vice versa.
2.5 Online Shopping
Internet has becoming popular each day in Malaysia, as it serves as a virtual place where
people can share ideas, build communities, shape the future of communicating, and
promote new ways of doing businesses. It is the world's biggest shopping mall that
enables organizations to do their business with only small amount of costs involved, yet
manages to cover global market. According to a research done by Thailand Development
Research Institute, e-commerce in the United States captures 70 per cent of the world
market value, followed by Europe with 14 per cent, and Canada 8 per cent. Meanwhile,
the Asia Pacific region only captures 5 per cent ofthe total market value.
E-commerce has the potential to have continuously growth in today's market. A whole
new technology as well as mechanism and media for purchasing goods and services will
soon be replacing the traditional boundaries. There are several features of e-commerce
than makes it possible to penetrate into the global market faster and easier compared to
the conventional way. The electronic payment systemused in doing transaction provides
opportunities for new global and national trading relationships. The online transaction
will bring many benefits for both companies and customers. This will help to eliminate
the traditional purchase approach, which is time consuming and labor intensive. These,
along with issuing purchase orders, obtaining multilevel approvals and tracing invoices
can lead to high transaction cost. Internet procurement automates the above processes,
thus helps the companies increasing the speed and reduces the cost of purchasing
transactions. Orders can be made electronically and the product will be produced and
shipped without incurring the cost of middlemen. Cyber space can be an exceptional way
to nurture the business revenue base. Customers can get to the company through the
Internet globally for 24 hours. This shall create new markets and segments, allowing
customers to make wise purchasing decisions and increasing business competitiveness.
Selling online could help newly established companies as it would eliminate the costs
involved in rental or buying a business space or building. Virtual server space can be the
substitute for the costs of ideally located shop lots.
There are several benefits that e-cornmerce offers compared to the brick-and mortar
practices. It provides interactive communication, fast delivery and more customization
that would only be available for consumers via online shopping. Product information
available over the Internet is more compact and it ranges from various sites, not only
from one site. As a result, users shall have more opportunity to choose and compare
products they want to purchase or easily find and select specialized products. It offers an
open market place where it shall increase competition and provides benefits for industrial
buyers as it promote better quality and variety ofgoods.
2.5.1 Online Shopping in Malaysia
Online shopping in Malaysia is still at its early stage. Malaysia can be considered as late
starter based on the recent spate of Internet interest. Malaysians thought of Internet as a
medium for communications and entertainment, not as a medium of commerce although
it has been almost a decade of the Internet commercialization. Compared to western
countries, doing a transaction online is popular here in Malaysia, Almost every Internet
users surveyed said in general they like the idea of doing shopping on the Internet, but
only a small amount ofMalaysians actually buy online (Taylor Nelson Sofres Interactive,
2000). Approximately 96 per cent of urban adults in Peninsular Malaysia never bought
anything through the Internet and only about 4 per cent had done so, Malaysians are not
comfortable to use Internet for doing their business transactions, such as online shopping
and online banking. Therefore, it is important to change the way Malaysians* use the
Internet and making it as a way oflife.
The proportion of Malaysia's online shoppers in 2002 has not changed compared to the
previous year. The penetration of online shopping remains at 1%, which means that one
per cent of the total adult population in urban Peninsular Malaysia have bought or
ordered goods or services online during the past month, or 3 per cent of Internet users
during this period. Concern about security is still the main factor why Internet users are
reluctant to shop online. 38 per cent of Internet users feel more secure buying goods and
services in a store.36 per cent of Internet users don't want to give out their credit card
(Taylor Nelson Sofres Interactive, 2002)
2.5.2 Barriers to Adoption
Malaysians are very curious about online shopping but many are reluctant to use the
service due to the lack of product awareness, value awareness and concerns regarding
credit card security. Below are some of the issues that become the hindrances in adopting
internet shopping in Malaysia
• Security Issues
This is the major concern of online shoppers when doing their transaction. It is not
only worried shoppers in Malaysia, but also of users worldwide. Regardless of the
reason, it will create anxiety for many businesses and consumers. Both online buyers
and non-buyers said that they would shop more online if they could be assured that a
company on the Web was reputable and if they were confident with the payment
system security. Those who never make any purchase online are worried about the
safety of submitting personal billing information through the Internet Many
companies are reluctant to join in the e-business scene as most customers do not have
the trust to do their shopping online.
• Vendor Reputation
One ofthe key concerns for online customers is the reliability ofbusiness on the web.
The numbers of users that are concern about dealing with dishonest or disreputable
vendors while shopping online are increasing. Therefore, it has become the
responsibility of the e-business websites to gain users* trust. Several reasons
contributed to the above matter. Among the reasons are the company is a new
company and are not good at making the shopping experience easy and reliable for
the consumers. Examples of issues faced by the users are lack of privacy statement,
difficult navigation, poor product declarations, slow delivery of goods, limited price
discounts, uncertainty about security and unclear redemption policies. Users would
choose to make their purchase at well-known and major sites. Both buyers and non-
buyers are looking for cues that shall indicate the reputation of a company on the web.
• Attitude Problems
Globally, there are only a few websites that offer delivery service to Malaysia. In
2000, there were hardly one percent of retailers in Malaysia that are involved in e-
commerce. The reason for this is mainly caused by the enterprise attitude. Malaysians
are tending to be followers. Not many are brave enough to be the pioneers or first
movers in creating intellectual property. This is the critical challenge for the society
in moving towards knowledge-economy (K-Economy). Malaysia's culture is to 'let
play it safe', by letting others to test the water first and would only follow or move to
kick start a new type of business if the latter were to succeed. Most retailers see e-
commerce as an experiment rather than an investment. The governments are not
offering any incentives in promotingmerchants to move into e-commerce. As for the
retailers, there are several reasons why they are refusing to venture into the industry;
high cost, leased lines, merchant software, digital SET ids, commissions payable,
merchant discount rate by bank, and payment gateway surcharge. Another problem is
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caused by the local consumer attitude. In every 10 orders, there will be two false
orders. This clearly showed the problems caused the local users. Malaysia companies
are also lack ofinnovation. Most ofthem are afraid offailure and are not dare enough
to take the challenge to step into the Internet economy because it is an unknown space.
• The Preference to Examine Products
Brick and mortal shopping allows the buyer to physically examine the product prior
to purchase by looking, touching and testing. This is what online shopping cannot
offer. The best it can offer is a virtual tour. Eventually, if a buyer has seen the product
beforehand, buying via the Internet is actually convenient and can save a lot oftime.
• IT Knowledge
The online population in Malaysia can be considered as infants. As a result, the
Internet knowledge level among them is shallow if compared to developed countries.
In order to achieve an informed and computer literate society, IT and Internet access
has to be available to everybody. But, Internet in Malaysia is enjoying a continuous
growth. Thus, people's perception is starting to change and fears will begin to subside
as they gain better understanding of the technology and how to use it. The IT
knowledge and ownership of computers is very much focused in the cities. Several
communities living in better developed towns are exposed to the Internet. Out oftotal
2.5 million PCs owned in Malaysia, 65% of them are located in three of the thirteen
states, Selangor, Wilayah Persekutuan and Pulau Pinang. A possible profile of
potential online shoppers would be young, highly educated, high income, likely to be
single and living in the city.
• Payment Options
Credit card is the most offered payment methods available in the Internet. In order to
encourage more people to shop online, a variety of payment options should be made
available. Examples like debit card. Banks can also play a vital role by promoting
more applications to Malaysian communities and this will benefits both the banks and
the communities.
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• Personal Computer Cost
The price of a personal computer in Malaysia is relatively high. To have a computer
installed at home would at least cost RM 2,000. This may be a burden for some
families, especially to those who comes from medium to low income family as it may
take two months salary to get a PC.
2,6 The Impact ofTechnology and Internet to Real Estate
Perhaps, Internet revolution is the most important technological innovation to impact real
estate since the invention of the automobile and the elevator. It provides four different
product levels to the real estate market; provision of information, provision of analysis,
facilitation of real estate transaction online and online real time auctions of real estate
interests. Each ofthem has different degrees ofinfluence.
2.6.1 Provision of information
This is the most basic level of production for the Internet. It makes up virtually all the
essence of individual company web sites, and market data provision over the web has
become an essential product like for a whole host of online data providers, including
consulting firms, trade associations and government agencies. Data provision is
extremely important despite its basic nature. High level of competition exists among data
providers which resulting in consolidation of the industry. Those with most frequently
and updated product, easiest access, most capital expansion and acquisition of
competitors and have broad infrastructure of relationships within the industry shall
survive in the game.
2.6.2 Provision ofanalysis
This is the second level of product provision by the web. It includes everything from
appraisal methodologies to asset and property management support, accounting, tax
planning, construction management tools, and specialized software for statistical analysis.
The player in the industry can make full advantage out of the above by providing value
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added service to the most users, an adequately capitalized have the best infrastructure to
have support for the product, which shall include a capable user support network.
2.63 Facilitation of real estate transaction online
This will not transform the marketplace of doing business, but actually transform the
location where it will become virtual as opposed to physical. It could involve any process;
from online completion of application forms and offering contracts to actual acceptance
and transfer ofownership online.
2.6.4 Online real time auctions of real estate interests
By developing a real time online auction transaction mechanism, it shall be the
fundamental transformation of the marketplace by dramatically changing the existing
market roles.
2.7 What's New about E-Commerce and why does it Matter for Real Estate?
E-commerce provides several features that distinguish it from other aspects of business
operations, specifically those that affect real estate. All ofe-commerce activities and web
usage stages have the significance effect to real estate firms, both as their operations are
affected by the Internet, WWW, and e-commerce, and as providers ofreal estate services
and products to other businesses. Real estate firms have quickly implemented several
aspects of e-commerce into their own operations. The US Department of Commerce
ranked real estate industry as one of the most highly information technology intensive
sectors in its economy. It also ranks the above industry as among the top 10 sectors ofthe
economy in terms ofcapital investment in information technology per employee.
Most major players in real estate industry have established their virtual absence through
the World Wide Web and also make use of the Internet for internal and external
communication. Many have dynamic sites that market products and provide information
to a customer or client base. More and more of these sites are developing interactive
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components, and some are also serving as the centers ofbroader networks of companies.
At the same time, companies involved in real estate products are carefully watching the
development of e-commerce to determine how these can affect the demand for their
products.
There are some important common features to real estate that have also resorted the
Internet. The web efficient marketing capabilities, low transaction costs, customer contact
and support are among the top important features. Internet also contains features that are
important to the real estate industry. Real estate is bound to its local environment,
community and economy by its nature, but the Internet can extend its geographic reach.
Now, it is possible for us to research properties situated at the other part of the globe
whether for the purpose of relocation or investment. For example, customers in Alaska
can do a property research in Fiji. Another important feature of the web is its graphic
capability whereby the real estate can exploit to great advantage, particularly with the
latest advancement that includes virtual tour ofhotels, homes and convention centers.
Technology can influence real estate via three different routes:
• By affecting the production function for the inputs to the production ofreal estate
stock and services
• By affecting the production function for real estate product itself
• By affecting the production functions associated with the tenants ofthe real estate
product and with unrelated firms.
Internet and WWW characteristics may affect real estate firms both in their internal
operations and structure, and in demand for the product or service they provide. Many
different types of real estate related businesses are taking advantage of the opportunities
provided by the Web, while at the same time face some challenges brought about by the





Methodology is the methods and principles used for developing a project It encompasses
a wide array of tasks that makes the lifecycles of the system development methodology,
which includes analysis, design, development, evaluation and testing. The system
development lifecycles are 'process' models; they outline recognized steps for
successfully completing complex tasks. It is a guideline that helps system developer to
deliver the project. System development methodology refers to the framework that is
used to structure, plan, and control the process ofdeveloping a system.
There are many system development methodologies that are being used in developing a
system. In this project, we use a standard based on the System DevelopmentLife Cycle
(SDLC). SDLC methodology may be consisted of activities that are appropriate for a
particular project. It can be implemented for either automated or manual system, or either
new system or enhancement to an existing system. The SDLC is based upon two
principles: dividing projects into phases, and using written documentation and approvals
to maintain control. The actual phases in the cycle differ from one author or organization.
In this project, the author develop its own methodology based from the common phases
in a SDLC, which are initial investigation, conception or feasibility study; requirements




* Information Gathering and
Analysis
* Problem Definition














Figure 3.1: System Development Methodology
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3.1 Analysis Phase
This phase deals with identifying and analyzing the problems and requirements of the
project. During this phase, several methods are use to perform the above tasks.
3.1.1 Information Gathering and Analysis
To get the information on the e-commerce and real estate scenario in Malaysia, we did a
research over the internet. Although there are not many research on the internet, e-
commerce and real estate industry in Malaysia, but the information available is crucial in
identifying and analyzing the current problems regarding the project title. Questionnaires
are also distributed to get direct feedback from a group of respondents who are Internet
users to identify the situation ofe-commerce usage.
3.1.2 Problem Definition
From the information gathered in the above task, we define what are the major problems
regarding the project. The problems are identified from the findings of the research done
over the internet and from the questionnaires distributed.
3.13 Study of the Problem Area
After the problemsare defined, a study is done on the problemsto find the most suitable
solution. This are done by analyzing the cause ofthe problems, identify ways to solve the
problem and how to implement it
3.1.4 Requirement Specification
The purpose of the requirement's specification is to provide a firm foundation for the
technical solution to the problem area. It consists of a complete set of requirements,
which will then used to develop a technical solution. During this task, the functional test
strategy will be developed to ensure that the system requirements are met
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3.2 Design Phase
Design phase goal is to translate project requirements into visual and functional reality.
The design of the project is divided into two parts. First part is designing the conceptual
and architectural design and what are the tools used in design. Second part deals with









Figure 3.2; Architectural Design
The architectural design consists of the web interface, the search engine, maintenance and
the database. The web interface shall provide mechanisms for users to buy sell and rent
their property. Users can search for the available houses according to these category; buy,
sell and rent There shall be an administrator who is responsible for the maintenance of
the website. Any changes to the website will be updated quickly to provide latest
information to the users. Two databases will be used containing information on the
customers and houses available on the website.
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3.2.2 Design Tools
The design tools are the tools use to create the design of the project. This includes the
software and hardware needed for the above task.
Below is the list ofsoftware used to develop the interface ofthe project:
Software Functions
Macromedia Cold Fusion Create dynamic web pages
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX Building the user interface, Cold Fusion
and HTML Coding
Microsoft Access Store database
XaraWebstyle3.0 Building the user interface
Internet Explorer 5.5 and above To display the user interface
Table 3.1: Software Requirements
The list ofminimum hardware requirements are as follows:
• Intel Pentium III 266MHz
• 64 MB of memory (128 MB recommended)
» 150 MB ofavailable disk space
3.2.3 Test Design
The methods by which the test will be conducted are determined at this stage. A design
hypothesis will be conducted Methods and tools to be used in the test are by using
questionnaires, evaluation form and interview session to get users' feedback and for
evaluation purposes. The participants will be picked randomly. After the test has been
performed, the results will be analyzed.
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33 Development Phase
This phase will enter us into the production mode, whereby the application's architecture
and interfaces are being developed.
33.1 Develop subsystem
The project is developed part by part. This will allow the developer to focus on each part
of the system thoroughly. The part is divided according to the different functions that it
serve, such as for selling a house and buying a house.
3.3.2 System Integration
All the subsystem is being integrated to create one whole system. The website will be
integrated with the virtual reality (VR) components.
3.4 Evaluation Phase
This will be the final phase whereby the system will be run and a user usability test will
be conducted to get users' evaluation.
3.4.1 Analysis and Result
In order to ensure that the project is complying with the users' requirements, a system
testing is conducted by giving the user the opportunity to experience the system
themselves. A group of users are chosen and the feedback will be used to determine the




4.1 Pre - Test Users Evaluation
Questionnaires are used to get users' feedback regarding the usage of Internet as a
medium for doing business operation in real estate. 10 respondents have been chosen to
answer a set of questions in the questionnaires (Appendix 4-1). The result of the
questionnaires is presented in Figure 4.1.
No
Figure 4.1: Pre Test Result
The graph clearly indicates the acceptance of users on using Internet as a medium to
do their shopping, specifically in getting a property. Ql, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q65 Q7 and
Q8 refer to the questions that need to be answered from the questionnaire.
Ql asked users whether have ever use Internet to survey a product before doing their
purchase. 90% ofthe respondent answered "Yes" and only 10% answered "No". This
clearly showed that users are already using Internet as a tool for information
gathering.
Q2 asked whether the users have ever tried to purchase a product on the Internet.
Only 1 respondent answered "Yes" while the rest have never tried to do so. This has
something to do with the acceptance of users on online shopping as a way of life.
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Another issue here is that almost the entire respondent who answered "Yes" said that
they do not own a credit card. As many e-commerce website requires credit card for
doing transaction, not all users have the opportunity to do their shopping online.
Q3 asked the users opinion on is Internet an effective medium to market a product.
90% agreed with the statement.
Q4 asked users ifthey have ever come across website with VR capability in Malaysia.
Only three respondents answered "Yes". This showed that Malaysia's website is not
fully optimizing the capabilities ofthe Internet.
Q5 asked users if they have ever come across a real estate company that provides it
services online. Only three respondents have ever come across such service. This
signifies that real estate industry is slowly evolving into e-commerce and not many
are brave enough to be the player in the scene.
Q6 asked users if they are willing to consider selling or buying their house online.
80% are willing to consider the option. This showed that the respondents are open to
the concept ofe-commerce and willing to involve in it
Q7 asked users' opinions on will the online real estate website can take full advantage
of Internet capabilities. 90% ofthe respondents agree that real estate agency can gain
advantage by implementing e-commerce.
Finally, Q8 asked whether users are willing to consider such service. 80% are willing
to try. 20% are not willing to try such service by saying that they are not being online
all the time and this could cause trouble for them to access the website.
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4.2 Coding for Single Search
In developing the dynamic web page for the single search method, the author chose to use




SELECT Type, PriceyBedroom, Morelnfo FROM house WHERE Type LIKE WFORM.Type#%"
</cfquery>
<ciparam name=TageNum testkl" defauU=*'l">
<efset MaxRows_testid=10>
<c£set StartRow_testid=Mm((PageNum_testid-] )*MaxRows_testid-H ^fe^testidRecordCount,! ))>
<ciset EndRow_testid=Mto(SfartRow_testid4MaxRcws_tes(id-1;testid.RecOTdCoimt)>
<rfset Tota!Pages_tratid^eiling(tesiiARecotdCoiHi!/)S&xR0wstestid)>

















Figure 4.2: Cold Fusion Coding for Single Search
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4.3 Layout Design
The layout result showed the important part of the website, which as follows:
• Main Page
• Buy Page and Rent Page
• Sell and Rent Form
• Search Page
• Search Result Page
• Confirmation ofSubmitted Page
• Virtual Home Page
• Booking Pages
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Figure 43: Main Page
There is a main menu at the top of the page that will direct users to the main page, the
search page for buying and renting property, the page for selling property and how to
contact the real estate agency. The aim of the website is to provide users with the
information of houses available for sale and rent around Ipoh town. When a user clicks
on the "HOME" button, it will bring user back to the main page.
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II. Buy Page and Rent Page
From the main page, user can go into the "buypage" and the "rentpage" to look for the
property available for sale and rent. To go the pages, users can click on "BUY" button if
they wish to search for houses available for sale, or click on "RENT" button ifusers wish
to search for houses available for rent. The user will be linked to the respective website
based on the button that they clicked.
m.m-€&.yis^-:^****** 0?***-,^jf *_d^3
*&%<&!.{,
•fiilta* __&*&>]'] mfwta '-'ftAJeoatE.,m»^''*'\i**£^'/,^.>\-&Ox**nB ^(^Bujfeo ••-««*» ••MisHttftWjissjs'Q'"
.=&»Wfcw' j£«e'*e«eli*eKS)befe Seordi
Welcome to Ipoh Realty! Sera gateway to ffewlmg the perfectfaune far yon aod yow family,
• ^* Needaoewrenlallioiae?Wacttfl i>uy anfiwhKEie?
"3r. * C^iutirtU^s Howasdwe^liefp 730find the p«fectlK!siK,
Search our diabase ofPropertiesfi?rSafe
Search our database ofPfopgttes for Real,
"Wantto experience oae of fee bouse? Ckktae for a virtualexperience!
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wwW.ipohreaHy.com.my
Figure 4.4: "BUY'' and "RENT" button
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**floeatfi£rat*
Please type your unit of choice: .
(Note: "Condo* for condomtrtfum, "Terrace" for teirace house, "Burojatow" fbf bungalow ha«5e)
Piess "Eniar"
• search:
Figure 4.5: Search Page
This is the interface for the search page. Both "BUY* and "RENT* page have the same
interface. Users need to type in the type of house that they wish to look for. In the
interface above, the user typed in the word "terrace". After that, the users need to press
"Enter". When users pressed iCEntef\ the page will be directed to a new page where the
results will be displayed. The interface ofthe result is shown at the next figure.
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Figure 4.6: Result Page
As shown in the figure above, the result displayed the type, price, and number of
bedrooms ofthe house available. For more description ofthe house, users need to click to
the link provided under "Morelnfo" column. The user shall be linked to the web page of
the respective house that contains fiuther information about the property.
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An example ofthe description is shown as below.
Ete 6* S&ew f&H»*« lock t**-
:,>*# ^ -tJ
Description:
Terrace house, RM 210tC,negtrtiaWe,4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms; 22 :
Come to: 29, Lorang Cempaka, Jalan Csmpafea 8, Taman Campatea
Contact: Mr lsmai 012-4297785
Interested to book this house? Boofr Mow!
Figure 4.7: Description of the house
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v a«i I*
m. Sell Form Page
Although the main function of the website is to provide information on the houses
available for sale and rent, it also accept request from users to sell and to rent their
property. For users who wanted to sell their property, they can go to the "self* page by
clicking on the "Stefl" button on the main menu.
gfe E& Sow Favorites Jcofc H*
' .••"'** ••• )*i '•••$ "A '• •Bask - £/;% -'.1 1 [2Sl ffg> ; i:*'Search '-^fFawjHbw jB^Mmte ^
A#CSS
Google -'; tttfitb) - A*Jeews «f«*W«b - LortSraafl Ftes-
*Ate- |£ntesearch w»<fc h«e _*].'.'. SeonHt
.M(
£ HOME •OT . HfcHT . jf J&L*\ eamscras > ;'=-
Welrane t» Ipoh R*afey! Yonr gateway to fiwfntg die perfect heme for Ton andtoot famifc-
Nee<S a new realai heme? 'Wan£l& bay a new home'?
Coatacl TJsNow and we'Bhdp yoa findtbe perfect hwne.
Search our database ofPropeifees fcr Safe
Ssarti our <latabase afifropertiies feySeat
Wantto experience one of rtwbouse?Qcktoefct a sirtuaieici>eri«Ke!
Contaefc TJs How at 05 - 5437989or by email atinfoijgipolgea&y coblbif
www.ipohrealty.com.my
Figure 4.8: Sell Button
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The sell page will display the form for users to complete about the details of the property
that they want to sell. The information that need to be filled in is the address, unit type,
number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, approximated square footage, whether the
unit is being furnished or not and is the unit currently being occupied or not. The user is
asked to mention the price they want to set and some description about the property.
Users are asked to enter their personal details for further contact by the company. The
interface for this form is as follow:
9»: &fc few. Fgyorftes I«* •**»..
| Contact Us To Sell Yourftoperty
j For more iBfomuakm ahmS haw Ipoh ReaSy can fae^ you sell your property, please complete &e mfiraaaSi-so below. :[?•
Alternatively, yoatan ccntaet asat 05- 543?9Sferbyemail at infoijjjipolgeafa.commv l.rT
J Are youJocAmgfora)ioaseli> seli? Tklcherej
1 s- itslmg
1 AdJten _ ™" ~>
TMT^pe _ j
# ofBathrooms
] Approx Square Footage
I Furnished • ¥>s C Ho
CaraiSy Occupied "'1 Yes " N«
j * Financial
' ,.,„_,. „ „, _ _„ . „_ __, „ _, ~-„_ __ . _ -.. , „-.. ™ , „--t
^Bene""'*' " ^^.^ ......iff v** v""*
Figure 4.9: Sell Form
Ifusers want to go to the buy search page,users can do so by clicking on the link marked
above.
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IV. Rent Form Page
For users who wish to rent their property, they will be directed to the rent form page from
the rent search page. A link is provided at the later page. Users are not directly linked
from the main menu at the top of the page is because the main purpose ofthe website is
to provide information on the houses available for rent and sale. The form is used only to
gain information from other users who want to rent their property. The information then
will be processed and will be added to the database.
Link to the rent form
Figure 4,10: Link to the Rent Form
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An example ofthe rent form is shown below. The particulars need to be filled is the same
as in the sell form.
Bto 6* $sw Favwtes lasts ggfc
jjS^S** " ^ *] jwj '**/ / 'Search "^ -Farvoites. ^NsSi
jDpfPW«tKte\WP7d*iwlHJto " <g|&» «c-
Contact Us To Rent Yew Propntv
For otore arfotmflh«i atwmthow Ipob Really can help you rent your property, please complete the mferi!nafctifil>riGW..






Furnished '•, Yes C No
CurrentlyOccupied " Yes CJ No
Financial
3
Asking Price; j ,• jj
i
Description And Comments I
Figure 4.11: Rent Form
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V. Confirmation of Submitted Page
When users submitted the sell and rent form, they will be directed to a new page that will
tell the users that the form has been sent and will be processed. This is important as to
ensure users that they have submitted the form correctly.
Fte BR Waw Fs**tes Took rt*
Thank You
^Te wiBtnfomiyou when we have arabed process^ your forai
Figure 4.12: Confirmation of Submitted Page
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VL Virtual Home Tour
The website has a VR capability that provides a virtual walkthrough of a house. Users
can go to the webpage by clicking on the link on the main as shown below.
Ffe £* Saw Fgwuitos gut jffe
'Google -;jaaVsM - AftJceuw «h*fi* - l/**£mirt ^ > ®G***nra;
AnAftv* [EntoseaicftwiwfchHe jrj; Search
Wekaue to Ipefc Etealty! Vow gateway to fmdiug t&eperfecthew foi yea and yenr Canity.
Heed a new renlalSmrae? Watd b»buy a new hoiae?
ContactXft 13<*w acd well hrfpyw &d Are perfecthome.
Search twinfatabaieofPropertfesfar Sate
Search •5m debase ofgioperties (is Rent
Wantto esqieiwuce one of the hou
ConiasltUsHowatOS - 5437939 orbyemail alc&iSjipolgeafrr. com,ray
www.ipohrealty.com.my





Or users can also experience a sample of a virtual show house from one of the house
details* page. To do this, user needs to click on the link as below.
fifes E* $mv FararJes Tools He$)
*1 i^-"" '^ i'5Searfi'. ^ftwortts ^Meda C*. ,1;
"^
Descrijition:
Tefrace \mus&, KM 150K,negotiate, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 22 x 60.
Come to: Mo 7, .3atan Swnangat 7, Taman Semangat, Iptiht
Contact: Ms Urn 019-6225010
Want to experience a virtual totfi OjtkHwei
Interested to boc&this h&ose? BoakNowi
'.WlotalWrawt'
• •• .. .
Figure 4.14: Link to Virtual Tour from a House's Description Page
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After clicking on the link, a new window will appear. The virtual house will be showed
inside the new web browser. Users can navigate through the house by clicking on the
button the left hand side of the browser.
Figure 4.15: Virtual Show House Tour
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VII. Book a House
Desaiptiea:
mmmm
Terracehouse RM 150K,neg36afcfe, 3 bedrooms.2 baJhr-wms,. 22 s:&X
8h8 Coiik to: H^ 7, Jaiaa Semangat 7. Taman Semangat,Ipoh
'^^ Coiaa«MsIasi0i9-6225ei0 j
luterested to book this hcusel
iUxditrsttt
Figure 4.16: Link to Book a House
When user views a house description, they can opt to place their bookingby clicking on
the link "Book Now!" After user clicked on the link, user will be brought to a new page










Place year booking now!
(first) (Lsa)
Submit
Figure 4.17: Booking Form
Users are required to fill in their particulars in the form. After finish filling in the form,
user needs to click on the "Submit" button.
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IX. Check Details Entered
aft; Saw" r&oites loob !**>
iai"^*i >•
The detais that you have entered are as follows:
|=h-stMamegLastWanf»8 Phone Hh°ihb1PBCt»» Caul Mumbetjj Address |cayJS8tat^ostaidBl
BAfau "JAhmad j|01234567^010 ^12345678910 jjl Tan>an ennqa|tpoh{|Pefak{[3QQ00 $
:"" a*B«i
.<$Umiitem*.
Figure 4.18: Check Booking Details Entered
The page will display the details that have been entered by users in the previous page.
Users can check the correctness of the details. If there are any corrections need to be
made, usercango backto the previous pageby clicking on the browser'sbackbutton.
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X. Submit Booking Form




We will contact toh nlwu w» have United processingyear faun
Figure 4.19: Confirmation ofSubmitting Booking Form
When users have confirmed the details by clicking the submit button in the previous page,
they then will be directed to a new page that will tell the users that the company will
contact the users when they have finished processing the form.
4.4 Post - Test Evaluation
A post test evaluation has been done to get the users' feedback on the interface. A sample
ofthe evaluation form is available in Appendix 4-3.
The data that have been collected are then converted to statistical data and chart for easier
interpretation and evaluation. This is the result for the post- test evaluation.
Attributes N Min Max Sum Mean
1) Interface Comment 10 6 8 73 73
2) Linking Problem 10 9 10 94 9.4
3) Loading Time 10 6 S 80 8





Table 4.1: Post Test Result
The histogram for the result is shown in the figure below:














Hypothesis of the project:
The evaluation: Improvement on thefeatures ofthe website
Ho: There are no improvements byprovidingadditionalfeatures
Ha:Improvements by adding additionalfeatures
From Table 2, the minimum mean for the post - test evaluation is 6.3 while the
maximum mean is 9.4. The range, R for the result is 3.1 and the overall mean, M is
7.75. The hypothesis can be accepted only if R > M. From the result, M > R. Thus,
the hypothesis cannot be accepted.
Form the result, the hypothesis (Ha: Improvements byaddingadditionalfeatures) can
be said as false. 7 out of 10 evaluators said that the website needs additional features
so that it can help to provide better services to its users. 4 of the evaluators said that
the website should enable users to enter more than one search criteria. 80% of the
evaluators feel that they would like to try kind ofservice.
An interview session has been conducted to ask for the evaluators on how the website
offers better service. 4 out of 10 evaluators said that the website should have a link
with the local bank in order to have information on the available loans and mortgage
plan offered. The interaction with the virtual home should be expanded as this will
allow the users to experience the home as it is real by using tracking equipment, for





The project is about developing a real estate website that takes advantage of web
capability whereby user has the opportunity to have a virtual tour of one of the show
house. Users also can search for available homes available for sell and rent in the website.
Those who wish to sell their propertycan do so by submittingthe detailsofthe property.
The project's objective is to design a website for real estate industry, to analyze the
potential and suitability of E-Commerce in the real estate industry and to evaluate the
potential of E-Commerce in the real estate industry. Real estate industry has high
potential especially in Malaysia. With technological advancement, real estate agency can
gaincompetitive advantage by moving theirbusiness operations online. There are several
features that make e-commerce the latest buzz in the industry. It provides a new way of
communication, new means of distributing information, enables information reach
accessible from any part of the world, it facilitates the role of a firm as customer as well
as a producer of retailer of goods and services, and its largeeconomies of scale.
This will help not onlythe real estateagencies, but also Malaysian society as well. It can
help to shiftthe way Malaysians' shop and promoting internet shopping as a way of life.
Most Malaysians are still reluctant to do online shopping although many of them are
interested in trying it. Several reasons contributed to this; security issues, vendor
reputation, attitude problems, the preference to examine products, lackof IT knowledge,
payment options available, and personal computer cost.
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5.2 Recommendation
In order to make the website more interactive and provides better opportunities for the
real estate agents and consumers, several advancements can be implemented Among the
enhancements that can done is providing online forum, real time auction, and enable
online transactions.
• Online forum
An online forum will enable the real estate agents and users communicate effectively
and in real time basis. To enable this, a messenger system can be developed Users
can do discussion on real estate issues and the agents can provide better services to
customers by responding to their queries. This can provide interactions between the
users and the agents are they can communicate on a real time basis.
• Real time auction
Through this auction sites, Internet users can assume the role of either a bidder or a
seller. As a seller, user can post the item they wish to sell, set the minimum price
required to sell the property and a deadline to close the auction. The forum should
also enable the seller to add features such as a photograph and description of the
property. Asbidder, users may search for the potential property byjoiningtheauction
that currently taking place. They can view the bidding activity and place a bid. The
website should apply a system where when users submit a maximum bidding price,
an automated system will continue the bidding.
• Develop multiple search method
As the current website is onlyproviding searchmethod basedon a single attribute, for
future expansion the website should be ableto provide search result based onmultiple
criteria. For example, users can key in the type of the house, price range, and the
number of bedrooms. The database will generate the result based on the data key in
by the users.
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• Enable online transactions
The website can implement online transaction whereby users can do their transaction
over the website. In order to make it a reality, several payment methods should be
considered. Payment option that can be made available is Secure Electronic
Transaction (SET). In 2000, a project called The MEPS Secure Electronic
Transaction (SET) Payment Gateway was introduced This was the first Malaysian
experiment in a series of worldwide pilot projects planned to test out the SET
protocol. The SET system was developed in collaboration with Visa International,
MasterCard and other industry professionals. It provided an open, multi party
payment mechanism for conducting secure bank/credit card transactions over open
network. During that time, more than 20 merchants are currently involved with the
SETpayment gateway and 20,000 digital certificates wereready for immediate issues.
• Mortgage and Home Financial Plan
The company can also collaborate with banking institutions that offers mortgage and
home financial plan. This can helpthe agency to add other servicesto its website. For
example, the agency collaborates with Citibank to offer mortgage plan to users who
are buying a property from the website. The website also can provide information on
other mortgage plan and financial plan available in Malaysia to help users to look for
the right plan for them.
• Advertising Banner
The website can add advertising banner to its website. This can help in terms of
increasing customers' recognition of the company, exposure and revenues. The
company can advertise related businesses in its website, like interior design service
for example. Through this the company can generate more income to fund its
operationby placing advertisement in its website.
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• Employ an Affiliate Program
Affiliate program is a partnership whereby a company pays its affiliates (other
companies or individuals) for pre-specified action taken by visitors who click through
from an affiliate program to a merchant site. . It can help to extend sales force,
acquiring more traffic to the website, awareness, leads and sales. The company can
act as the merchantas put its banneradvertisement on the affiliate's web site.
• Link to Legal Websites
The website should provide links to several legal websites that offers consultation
service and information to the customers on the legal issues regarding real estate.
From the links, users may seek for lawyers that can help them to deal with the real
estate agents. To find information on the matters that need to be looked for in real
estate, for examplethe legal issues that need to be taken care ofin sellinga house.
5.3 Conclusion
In order to make all these succeed, we must develop some understanding of what drives
technological innovation in the first place. Technological is at its peak when consumers
tastes for an improved quality of life outrun the existing capability of the economic
system to provide it in an affordable way. Malaysia has a huge potential for Internet
procurement For Malaysians, it willbe hardfor them to adapt to online shopping due to
security issue and cultural inertia. The important thing in e-commerce is to provide a
secured transaction online. The attitude ofMalaysia community need to be changed and
this will be the critical challenge to all. The government is heavily promoting the
importance of IT by making great strides in education and training. Various ways have
beendone by the government through oneof its ministry, Ministry of Energy, Water and
Communication, to bringcloserthe gap between he information rich and poor. The latest
gesture made is developing a rural internet centre. Rural Internet Centre (RIC) was
formed to make sure that the rural area will also get some exposure to the Internet. The
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PRE TEST EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Please answer the following questions by checking the check box. Your cooperation
is highly appreciated
1) Have you ever use internet to do a survey before you purchase a product?
• Yes • No
If no,why?
2) Have you ever tried to purchase a product on the Internet?
• Yes • No
Ifno, why?
3) Do you think Internet is an effective medium to market a product?
D Yes D No
Ifno, why? ____^^_
4) Have you ever come across websitewith VR capabilityin Malaysia?
D Yes D No
5) Haveyou evercomeacross a real estatecompany thatprovides it services online?
• Yes • No
6) Will you consider selling or buying or renting a house via internet?
• Yes D No
Ifno, why?
7) Do you think that this kind ofservice will take full use ofinternetcapabilities?
• Yes • No
If no, why?
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8) Will you consider trying this kind of service?




PRE - TEST EVALUATION RAW DATA











































































































* ••» * -»
9/4/2004
Program Name: Ipoh Realty Website
Instrurtious: i WrciM'lale IhciMYif.ui- by orrlmgibcnumber
On rale I lo 10, please r.itc Dip ftifJotvtnx tu*a
J
1 - wiirtf., H) 4.1Hkll
Tester Name |
Interface Comment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Linking Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Loading Time I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10




POST TEST EVALUATION RAW DATA
1. Interface Comment
Evaluator 1
Data
7
Evaluator 2 8
Evaluator 3 7
Evaluator 4 6
Evaluator 5 7
Evaluator 6 8
Evaluator 7 7
Evaluator 8 8
Evaluator 9 8
Evaluator 10 7
Sum 73
Mean 7.3
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2. Linking Problem
Evaluator 1
Data
9
Evaluator 2 9
Evaluator 3 9
Evaluator 4 10
Evaluator 5 10
Evaluator 6 9
Evaluator 7 10
Evaluator 8 9
Evaluator 9 10
Evaluator 10 9
Sum 94
Mean 9.4
3. Loading Time
Data
Evaluator 1 7
Evaluator 2 8
Evaluator 3 7
Evaluator 4 7
Evaluator 5 8
Evaluator 6 6
Evaluator 7 7
Evaluator 8 8
Evaluator 9 7
Evaluator 10 8
Sum 80
Mean 8
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4. Features
Dala
7Evaluator 1
Evaluator 2 6
Evaluator 3 5
Evaluator 4 6
Evaluator 5 6
Evaluator 6 7
Evaluator 7 7
Evaluator 8 6
Evaluator 9 6
Evaluator 10 7
Sum 63
Mean 6.3
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